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In the next two chapters I hope to disrupt normative tendencies within popular
discourses of gay men’s health and HIV prevention internationally that position
HIV prevention as a possibility whose realization depends on the renunciation of
substance use, casual sex in some instances, but especially substance use for the
purposes of sex. 1 This position already presumes that sex has a definite purpose
that is not merely self-evident but transparent: a clear purpose – and a sober one
at that. Indeed, in recent self-help manuals addressed to gay men experiencing
difficulties with sexualised drug use, readers are cautioned against any sort of
entanglement with digital sex (Fawcett 2015). The capacity of digital media to
spark the sexual imagination; engender erotic experiments; and invite erotic
speculation is not just cause for suspicion in this discourse but constitutes a
recipe for disaster and a trap that is said to necessitate complete abstention.
David Fawcett, the author of one such manual, was recently interviewed by HIV
advocate Mark King about his advice for gay men trying to recover from drug,
alcohol or sex addiction, in a discussion that is indicative of some key
commitments of this discourse (King 2015). If readers want to avoid getting
caught up in ‘a dangerous spiral of compulsive sex and drugs’, they are advised in
this article to get rid of all their sexual apps and online hookup accounts, change
their phone number and other contact information, and give up their favourite
porn sites. Next, they should renounce the sexual adventurism or
experimentation the authors associate with sex on drugs: ‘Maybe you will miss
the dark mysteries, groups, and base piggishness of your previous sex life. Get
over it, says Fawcett. “It’s unsustainable, unhealthy, and ultimately unsatisfying”’
(King 2015). Readers are instead advised to dial up their capacity for intimacy:

explore sex with one person at a time and stay present with them during sex
rather than getting ‘distracted with some fantasy in your head.’ In case there is
any confusion, the authors set everything straight: ‘Drug-fuelled sex is usually
the opposite of emotional or intimate’ (King 2015).

Now I would be the first to support practical strategies that actually help people
get out of situations that have become endangering for them (whatever works, is
my philosophy). But the self-righteous, offhand tone with which this discourse
dismisses certain sexual possibilities effectively cites with approval normative
ideologies of healthy intimacy that have materially eviscerated queer lives
(Berlant & Warner 1998; Ahmed 2006; Race 2009), and for this reason it
requires critical interrogation. By constructing anything other than virtuous
coupling as ‘unsustainable, unhealthy and ultimately unsatisfying’, not only does
this exchange exhibit a derogatory attitude to sexual experimentation (framed as
‘the opposite of emotional or intimate’): it also seems oblivious to the
sociomaterial sustenance many people derive from sexual friendships. The
instruction, not only to delete apps but change one’s phone number and contact
details risks compounding social isolation: a debilitating, serious and potentially
destructive situation. Meanwhile, the ban on erotic speculation (readers are
cautioned not only against watching online porn, but also and even having sexual
fantasies during sex!) seems intent on ruling out any sort of engagement with the
virtual life of sex. Indeed, these gay health advocates seem to be agreed on the
need to eradicate any such possibilities entirely, in a pre-emptive mission to
restore what another writer first described in Chapter 4 as ‘an intimacy
previously missing’ (Heredia 2006).
Make no mistake: What we are dealing with here is the normative prescription
of digital detox, with the full array of redemptive significations this buzzword has
recently amassed.2 The didactic pursuit of natural intimacy finds its necessary
counterpart in recent popular expressions of chemsex discourse, where the
combination of sex, drugs and virtual media is said to give rise to horrible

monsters – ‘the walking dead’ (Fairman & Gogarty 2015) – in a frenzy of cultural
production that seizes upon the most disturbing casualties of this mix of
practices to construct a negative pedagogy with striking exemplary power (on
exemplary power, see Race 2009). This has become disciplinary enterprise of
populist proportions in recent years, the undertaking of which would appear to
involve dismissing any of the pedagogical activities already circulating within
chemsex networks. Such pedagogies grasp the contingent relations that
constitute chemsex scenes as potential sources of agency, harm reduction,
collective care and transformation. By contrast, the discourses of communal
recovery that have come to headline discussions of gay sexual health in many
locations produce such approaches as inherently misleading, treacherous, and
even predatory. This becomes evident in the string of popular exposés of
chemsex that have appeared in the UK recently (Strudwick 2016, Fairman &
Gogarty 2015) which inadvertently revivify the historical figuration of the
homosexual as a menacing predator bent on recruiting the young and innocent
into his ‘lifestyle’, conceived as evil, debauched and utterly over-determined.
The problem with these trends is that HIV prevention and drug harm reduction
become aligned with moral compliance to the terms of normative citizenship –
something that queer life frequently resists and commonly exceeds. This takes
time and energy away from the more pragmatic and difficult work of attending
to the cultures within which HIV transmission takes place and in which
psychoactive substances are consumed. By finding more generous and
expansive registers of response than abstemious prescription, a gay approach to
the analysis and pedagogy of chemsex has a much better chance of coming up
with ways of reducing harm that resonate with men who have sex on drugs.
Though not without their risks, nor uniformly taken by all participants, illicit
drugs have long been part of the sexual and social practices through which gay
social bonds and community have been forged, as I discussed in Chapter 2. These
bonds have formed a basis for remarkably effective community responses to HIV
in some locations and a number of other innovations in care practice and harm
reduction. From this perspective, these discourses of communal purification and
recovery promote a disavowal of contexts and practices that may actually be

generative of sexual community for some people and need to be acknowledged
and carefully engaged with if the dangers associated with these activities are to
be minimized and HIV prevention made more effective. One challenge, then, is to
produce analyses of the relevant sexual activities and relations so that the
possibilities of care, safety, pleasure and connection that are immanent within
these cultures and may reduce the harms of sex on drugs can be affirmed,
acknowledged, circulated and cultivated among participants, and multiplied.
Historical configurations of sex on drugs
The matter of concern that constitutes the focus of the next couple of chapters is
known as chemsex in the UK, or Party ‘n’ Play (‘PnP’) in the USA, with both terms
being used in Australia (among others, such as ‘wired play’) to describe the sort
of sex the user is seeking, which typically involves the use of particular
stimulants to engage in sexual activity, usually in the private home of the host –
although smartphones have broadened these spatial possibilities somewhat
(Light 2016). Only a subsection of men who have sex with other men engage in
these sex and drug activities: About 20% of all gay men interviewed in recent gay
community samples in Sydney report having used drugs to enhance sex in the
previous 6 months (Hull at al. 2016), with only half this number reporting having
used drugs to engage in group sex (11%). The terminology associated with these
practices has passed into everyday gay parlance in ways that are nonetheless
suggestive of its sedimentation as a recognisable cultural form. What was once a
makeshift set of improvised activities and loose associations has congealed into a
legible scenario, a mode of sexual encounter with its own protocols and
expectations of participants. Moreover, PnP is continuous with broader cultural
framings of sex that circulate within gay culture which have been generative of
numerous social possibilities, as I argue in the next chapter, namely the framing
of sex as play.
While terms such as chemsex are deployed most conspicuously today to
diagnose gay sexual cultures as pathological, sexualised drug use has a much
longer history than some chemsex specialists appear to suggest. While there are

references to gay men getting intoxicated to have sex as early as 1933 (Ford &
Tyler 1933), by 1969 such experiences were such a familiar part of homosexual
experience that they were depicted within everyday gay casual discussion as a
deliberate, intelligible practice, as I discussed in Chapter 2 (Crowley 1969). The
controversial 1980 film Cruising (Friedkin 1980) is also replete with graphic,
quasi-ethnographic depictions of the stimulant-enhanced group sex that was
known to be a feature of Manhattan’s gay leather sex subcultures and
underground scenes during the 1970s. (The historical significance of these
scenes is largely overlooked by critics who have rightly objected to how
opportunistically the film’s narrative constructs them as a breeding ground for
psychopaths). Detailed descriptions of stimulant-enhanced gay sex among an
altogether preppier and more affluent gay demographic in 1980s London also
occur in Alan Hollinghurst’s novel The Line of Beauty (2005, p. 385-9). Using
drugs in sexual contexts to ‘produce very intense pleasure’ was clearly also of
interest to one of the most important thinkers of the 20th century, as we learn
from interviews with Michel Foucault in which the great philosopher expresses
familiarity with the gay and lesbian BDSM subcultures being elaborated in North
American urban centres over the 1970s and considers them to propose, ‘the
possibility of using our bodies as a possible source of very numerous pleasures is
something that is very important’ (Foucault 1997, p.165).
Nor is intoxication for sexual purposes the exclusive province of gay culture:
Buck’s nights, college frat parties, and the private spaces of drunken domestic
weeknight hetero-sex (and violence) are only the most blatant examples of a mix
of practices, the history of which stretches back to Shakespearean times, if the
great bard’s construction of alcohol effects in Macbeth is any indication: ‘It
provokes the desire, but it takes away the performance’ (Shakespeare 2015). Of
course, the situation that Shakespeare describes in this passage has changed for
practitioners of drunken sex today, whose cis-gendered male participants at
least have ready access to drugs taken to guarantee ‘sexual performance’
through normative prescriptions (i.e. erectile dysfunction medications) (Mamo
& Fishman 2001, Race 2009).

Figure 7.1
A more recent reference to using drugs for sex that suggests some familiarity
with the practice in mainstream heterosexual culture (and one that never fails to
bring me pleasure) occurs in the 1980 film remake of Flash Gordon in all its
technicolour splendour (Hodges 1980). The heroine, Dale Arden – recently
betrothed against her will to Ming the Merciless – is persuaded by the
glamourous head concubine of Ming’s harem, Hedonia, to drink from a
luminescent green potion on the night of her wedding to the evil emperor
(Figure 7.1). Ever innocent but nonetheless curious, Dale asks what liquid is.
Hedonia: It has no name. Many brave men died to bring it here from the
Galaxy of Pleasure …
Dale Arden: Will it make me forget?
Hedonia: No, but it will make you not mind remembering (Hodges 1980).
Ironically, this glowing depiction of heterosexual pre-nuptials on the part of
Universal Pictures probably deserves the honour of being recognised as the
gayest take on chemsex ever – or at least in living memory. Nietzsche would have
approved, I think. After all, the whole point of the doctrine of eternal recurrence,
which Nietzsche first set out in The Gay Science (2001, p.194-5), is to conceive
some manner of relating to events – past and present, good and bad – that would
make the prospect of repeating them over and over again, ad infinitum, bearable.
One can only presume this doctrine would apply to events forced upon us (or

otherwise enforced) in the form of nasty sex. Such violent, confusing and often
traumatizing experiences are considered formative of sexual subjects, and are
known to persistently haunt the subjects they constitute. But as practitioners of
queer S/M sex have together learned, taught others and even found ways of
theorizing, such disturbing experiences also bear repetition, re-enactment, remembering and potential overcoming through experiments in erotic enjoyment
and what Whitehead refers to as ‘novel conceptual feeling’ (Whitehead &
Sherburne 1981, p.57).3
While the use of intoxicants for sex has a long and illustrious history in both gay
and mainstream culture, chemsex specialists differentiate their object from these
historical and cultural equivalents by pointing to certain contextual parameters
and mediating objects that no doubt make a difference and are said to make gay
men’s sexualised drug use a particular sort of problem. David Stuart, the
manager of the chemsex programme at a leading sexual health clinic in London,
has spearheaded efforts to formulate this cluster of activities into an object
worthy of government investment and public concern in the UK and may be
regarded on this basis as one of the field’s most prominent ‘moral entrepeneurs’
today (Becker 1963). He defines chemsex as a word invented by gay men and
adopted by the gay men’s health sector to ‘describe a unique sex and drug trend’
which he characterizes as ‘a syndemic of behaviours and circumstances uniquely
connected to gay culture’ (Stuart 2016). Among these circumstances, he includes
a tendency to have a higher number of partners from populations with higher
prevalence of HIV and STIs; issues around sex ‘connected to internalised or
societal homophobia’; a ‘hooking-up culture that emerged from the Smartphone
sex-app revolution a decade ago’, and the use of drugs with a ‘sexual
disinhibiting effect’ that he says are ‘disproportionately available to gay men via
geo-sexual networking Apps’ (Stuart 2016).
This formula situates online hookup devices as a definitive feature of chemsex,
both as a practice and a problem. But while chemsex has been subject to
particularly intense concern, investigation, mobilisation and alarm in the UK in
recent times, this mix of activities has a much longer history within HIV

prevention discourse and gay sexual cultures around the world that predates the
invention of gay smartphone apps and coincides with the growing popularity of
online cruising sites among gay men (which, as I mentioned in Chapter 3,
reached a tipping point in 2004). Alarm about crystal methamphetamine was
evident in urban gay centres such as New York, Miami, San Francisco and Sydney
at this time, when the complex problems encountered by many gay users of the
drug prompted the ad hoc formation of emergency community groups that went
on to produce several disturbing anti-crystal poster campaigns and did a great
deal to popularize communal recovery and restorative purification as prominent
tropes within international discourses of gay men’s sexual health, especially in
North America (for a critical discussion, see Race 2009, p.164-189).
Chemsex and its correlates – Internet use, crystal meth use, and sex with
multiple partners – have long been produced in the epidemiological and public
health literature as a pathogenic site, mainly because of the statistical
correlations researchers have found with HIV transmission (Halkitis, Parsons &
Stirratt 2001, Parsons et al. 2007, Parsons et al. 2013, Kirby & Thornber-Dunwell
2013a, 2013b, Stuart 2013, Daskalopoulou 2014). As I have discussed
elsewhere, the translation of chemsex from a vernacular practice into an object
of public health concern has relied predominantly on these associations (Race
2009, p.169-74). In London, for example, chemsex programmes only began to
attract significant public funding when an association with HIV risk-taking could
be shown. 4 A disconnect persists between the public health problematization of
chemsex and the range of problems that have come to matter for heavy users of
drugs such as crystal methamphetamine, which extend well beyond HIV
transmission (see Race 2009, p. 172-3). Researchers now acknowledge that men
who engage in chemsex do so for a wide range of reasons, including pleasure,
fun, sexual experimentation and exploring new sensations (Green & Halkitis
2006, Carnes 2016). But a large body of sociomedical and epidemiological
research has found repeat associations between participation in chemsex, sexual
risk-taking, HIV infection and traumatic incidents such as childhood sexual
abuse, partner violence, and mental health disturbances (Stall et al. 2008,
Arreola et al. 2008, Hart et al. 2014, Carnes 2016). On the basis of these

associations, some experts take HIV risk and sexualised drug use to constitute
mutually ‘intertwined epidemics’ or a syndemic. These associations are difficult
to ignore and undeniably concerning (I return to them below). But the terms
most available for making sense of such affective problems come from
psychiatric discourse, which tends to produce them as the attributes of an
aggregate of damaged individuals; pathological victims whose lives are in
desperate need of psychiatric attention and normalisation through
expert/communal intervention. Little attempt is made within this literature to
understand these practices as a culture, or a sociocultural assemblage: that is, a
collective, evolving scene of practices, affective relations, meanings, objects and
devices with their own organising logics, relative coherence and synergistic
dynamics; a material source of pleasure, connection, eroticism, intimacy,
experimentation and transformation for many participants, notwithstanding the
known dangers (but see Carnes 2016, Race et al. 2016). A gay analysis of
chemsex might prompt a further, productive confrontation with one of the
central paradoxes of HIV prevention: many of the sites that epidemiologists
identify as pathogenic are also key sites for the elaboration of significant social
relationships and bonds. In these spaces, participants may be undertaking some
of the affective groundwork that generates new possibilities of care, connection,
relationality and transformation. Which may not be such a bad thing, especially if
ways are found to make these situated experiments safer.
Hookup apps: devices, mediators, genres
As we have seen, chemsex discourse locates geo-social hookup apps as
constitutive of the problem, so a more detailed examination of what these
devices are and how they work is called for. In the Web 2.0 environment, online
cruisers have been prompted to indicate their HIV status among other
indications of risk/infectivity on their online profiles, which has instituted new
forms of HIV prevention.5 As we saw in previous chapters, sites such as Manhunt
and BBRT routinely make such indications available as mediating categories
with pragmatic use, not only for presenting the self but also formatting sexual
searches, and these strategies that have been extrapolated to other gay sexual

contexts with varying effectiveness. The introduction of 3G smartphones in 2008
extended the digital infrastructure of sex between men in further ways,
reconfiguring gay sexual cultures and their terms of engagement yet again.
Grindr – a smartphone app designed for gay sexual and social networking – is
widely recognised as the first device to make use of the Global Positioning
System (‘GPS’) capabilities built into smartphones for the purposes of sexual and
social networking. By prioritizing geographic proximity and real time location as
structuring principles of cache loading and online profile presentation, Grindr
became famous for the impression its gave of ‘rapid turnover’: that numerous
other men were not only easily accessible in any given location but also actively
seeking hookups. This was a winning formula in market terms: By 2012, there
were 5 million Grindr users worldwide, with one million users logging on at least
once daily (Woo 2013). It was not long before similar apps emerged to court
different sexual taste/identities within gay culture such as Scruff, which became
popular among an older, hairier, bear-friendly demographic when it appeared in
2010. But what difference did these new technologies of sexual searching make?
What activities and relations did their functions automate? What modes of
sexual encounter and communication did these technologies facilitate?
Answering this question calls for attention to the specifics of the user interface.
Hookup apps rely for their operations on thumbnail images uploaded by users
(or ‘selfies’), and these pics largely structure interaction between users. App
profiles are much more sparsely populated than their website predecessors and
less dense in textual information. On face value, this renders ‘browsing’ a much
more cursory, fleeting, less intensive affair – and face value is paramount on this
medium (or torso value, as the case may be). At the same time, the low modality
of the user profile on hookup apps makes it much easier for users to change their
name, upload new thumbnails to switch profile pics, and edit personal details to
change their online identity. As a result, app identities tend to chop and change
more frequently than website profiles, which maximises the possibility of
anonymous use (making them attractive for uses such as peer-to-peer drug
dealing – see Thanki & Frederick 2016). Since private messaging bears most of
the burden of information exchange on this medium, users enjoy a higher degree

of control over the release of self-identifying information, while the expression of
HIV prevention-related preferences tends to be differently configured than
earlier online cruising interfaces, with few prompting direct HIV disclosure until
very recently.
Another key difference concerns issues of portability and accessibility. Unlike
websites designed for PC use, hookup apps are continuously accessible via the
personal accessory of the smartphone, which tends always to be on hand or
within easy reach; users commonly consider having their phone on them an
indispensible means of participation in everyday life. This makes online cruising
a much more mobile, accessible, reiterative process and ever-present possibility
involving gestures such as having a look, checking messages, scrolling, swiping,
and signalling interest via noncommittal tokens of appreciation such as ‘winking’
(Grindr) or ‘woofing’ (Scruff). Such gestures come to punctuate, enhance,
distract, enliven, infiltrate, frustrate or otherwise interfere with the mundane
rhythms and activities of everyday life. The transition from PCs to portable
smartphone interfaces thus reconfigured the ‘set and setting’ of gay cruising in
subtle but significant ways – as well as gay substance use (Zinberg 1986).6
Matthew Tinkcom puts this point nicely: where the internet ‘privatized sexual
solicitation by situating users at home while they surfed, Grindr …restores the
body of the cruising man to the built space of the city [though now with] a
substantial database at his disposal’ (Tinkcom 2011, p.711). Meanwhile, the new
proximities between data collection and cruising are brilliantly encapsulated in
David Caron’s quip, ‘Sometimes I don’t know if I’m cruising or collecting data
anymore…’ (Caron 2014, p.124) – an ambiguity whose possibilities I mine in
further detail in the next chapter.
While smartphones invested everyday practices of sexual searching with
distinctive new gestures, capacities, modes of access and means of arrangement,
it was not long before many of the older online cruising sites developed mobile
versions. By incorporating GPS capabilities into their software and hardware
design, these websites managed to remain competitive in an increasingly
crowded sexual marketplace and tend to be used these days interchangeably

with hookup apps on a given smartphone; and often concurrently. I will
therefore group these digital interfaces together and refer to them collectively as
‘online hookup devices’ unless specificity is required. Together, these devices
constitute a new and evolving infrastructure of the sexual encounter, a phrase I
use to draw attention to the material specificity of these devices, as well as
prompt questions about who these infrastructures service and how, and
emphasize the point that they mediate the sexual encounter in certain ways;
making certain activities, relations, and practices possible while destabilizing or
rendering others redundant.7
There are of course many different ways of using online hook-up devices, not to
mention motivations for use. While the default modus operandi presumed of
hookup app users is the desire for no-strings encounters, these devices are
available for a wider range of uses (‘finding a boyfriend’, ‘dates and mates’, ‘just
chat’ and ‘having a look’). Whatever the motivation for use, these devices
nonetheless configure and discipline their users in certain ways: As with any
technology, a sense of the ideal user informs their design, and users have to find
some way of negotiating this ideal in the process of learning how to use them
(Woolgar 1991). This is not to suggest these devices determine the practices and
experiences that emerge from them. But it is difficult to understand the shape of
sexual cultures between men in the present – their contours, conventions,
characteristic sequences of activity, modes of interaction and affective forms –
without getting specific about the formats, features, functions and affordances of
online hookup devices.8
There is no question these devices have promoted and consolidated masculinist
and racialised forms of sexual capital within gay sexual culture (Raj 2011),
although minoritised racial or gender identity does not in itself preclude
participation, nor operate as a meaningful selection criteria for everyone that
uses these devices to conduct sexual searches. Though not my principal focus
here, discrimination between users on the basis of race and other prejudicial
criteria is an all too common experience of these sexual media. Where earlier gay
cruising sites itemized race and ethnicity as active categories for sexual

searching and/or blocking communication, hookup apps make these categories
matter in new ways by adopting different configurative options. As active
mediators of sexual encounters, online hookup devices have nevertheless
changed the terms and conditions through which abstractions such as ‘race’ have
come to matter in gay sexual cultures. The appeal these devices make to
commoditized logics and the narrow terms according to which members are
obliged to categorize and present themselves are no doubt implicated in this
situation and have been a source of significant criticism, particularly in terms of
how they privilege certain body types (Light et al. 2008). While hookup apps are
organised primarily around the consumption and production of visual data,
which obviously prioritizes certain member attributes and neglects others, their
interfaces have auditory, haptic and touchscreen dimensions. One can only hope
that tactile and olfactory design initiatives within the field of Human-Computer
Interaction get a move along and add a bit of multi-sensory texture and richness
to app-mediated ‘first impressions’. I await the Scratch ‘n’ Sniff upgrade with
baited breath – perhaps in the form of a plug-in attachment to Scruff’s ‘woof’
button?
As we can see from this brief consideration of app interfaces and functions,
mobile devices have introduced a range of new manners of relating to others and
automated a range of new socio-sexual habits that reconfigure male-to-male
sexual cultures and transform sexual subjectivities in subtle but material ways.
There is a long and rich history of cruising practices in gay urban centres, to be
sure (Bech 1997, Delany 1999). Indeed, these histories inform many of the
design features and uses of online hook-up devices. But any account that
represents this sexual infrastructure as just ‘the latest version of cruising’ misses
something important about the specificity of the sociotechnical arrangements
that shape its contours and conventional forms. The distinction Latour makes
between mediators and intermediaries may be helpful here. Where
intermediaries transport meanings without transformation, mediators
‘transform, translate, distort and modify the meaning or the elements they are
supposed to carry’; thus their specificity ‘has to be taken into account every time’
(2005, p.39). In other words, online hook-up devices are not inert vessels or

pathways for the same old meanings and interactions. They are not
intermediaries, merely reproducing pre-existent characteristics of sexual
cultures and practices. Rather, they act as mediators: i.e. active ingredients that
modify the practices and encounters they enable in novel, specifically impactful
ways. Gay cruising is taking new forms, assuming new genres and proceeding
through new avenues in its encounter with digital media. Something is
happening here: new sexual cultures are emerging, their self-technologies
transforming. We are faced with a significant transformation in genres of sexual
interaction and practices of sexual association and community that requires
acknowledgement, understanding and development.
My reference to the concept of genre is meant to suggest that, however variable
and idiosyncratic they may appear, digitally-arranged encounters proceed
according to certain conventions that shape and constrain the forms they
typically take. That is to say, online interactions are characterised by certain
formal features that offer frameworks for constructing meaning and value (Frow
2006). In cultural theory, the term genre typically refers to types of texts and
speech, and this makes it useful for making sense of many of the activities I will
go on to discuss. Digital media give a textual materiality to interactions that
might otherwise be conducted verbally (and often non-verbally). Indeed, it is
precisely the materialization of these interactions in and as text that invests this
scene with many of its most significant and novel affordances, as I explore in the
next chapter. But genre as it is conventionally theorised encounters some friction
when set loose within this mix of technical, pragmatic, signifying, interactive,
mobile, mediated, affective functions that together constitute the hookup app.
This presents an opportunity for conceptual renovation: In genre theory,
material or technological elements tend to be bracketed in favour of a focus on
discursive processes.9 But as we shall see, it is the very materiality of written
texts and digital images that generates certain new capacities, experiences, and
affective vectors for app users. Genre might be used to refer to more than merely
discursive systems; it can be applied to practical manners of grasping and
relating to the world – which are frequently mediated by particular techniques,
objects, material conditions and terms of engagement. From this perspective,

digital devices represent an opportunity to push genre theory towards a more
explicit acknowledgement of the agency of material objects and devices in
communicative action (Hawkins et al. 2015, p.82-5).
Making chemsex public: ‘it’s a horror story’
In their remarkable collection Making Things Public, Latour and Wiebel (2005)
draw attention to the various technologies, interfaces, platforms, socio-material
assemblages and mediations that people have used historically to make ‘matters
of concern’ public. This volume curates an extraordinary range of examples of
how things have been made public in different times and places which the
editors collect together to propose a series of pragmatic questions: how do
particular mediating techniques engage the relevant parties? How do they bring
in the relevant issues? What changes do these practices make to people’s
attachments to the thing in question? And how is the thing that constitutes the
matter of concern transformed in the process?
Chemsex is nothing if not a matter of concern, with various actors gathering
around it: chemsex participants, their friends, lovers, families, carers and
communities, social workers, clinicians, community educators, journalists, harm
reduction advocates, public health specialists, the police, emergency staff,
pornographers, critics, documentarians, etc. But the process of making chemsex
public is fraught with challenges and perils and might be considered a dangerous
experiment in itself. As we saw in Chapter 4, the process of making illicit or
disapproved corporeal activities intelligible to mainstream publics tends to
misrecognise, distort or ignore the practical ethics that inform and sustain
participants in subcultural activities. This is a particularly true of the journalistic
genres that constitute mass media, because the audience of these media are
presumed to subscribe to what Jock Young once characterised as the consensual
morality of bourgeois society (1973): family values, hard work, and deferred
gratification (i.e heternormative labour and being a good capitalist subject). In
this consensual framework, pleasures that do not emerge as the just reward for
hard work and hetero-gendered labour must be presented as false, or narratively

constructed as ‘getting what is coming to them’ (Race 2009, p.157-63). But this
critique of mass media should not be taken to suggest the scientific genres of
sociomedical research are less implicated in the problem. Indeed, scientists can
sometimes be less thoughtful about how to handle the ethical and practical
challenge of making their findings intelligible and available to relevant public
agencies, since they are constrained mainly by the disciplinary standards
attributed to colleagues (who are often presumed to share conservative values)
and the peers who anonymously review and endorse their analyses, all the while
protected by the presuppositions of positivist science, with all the privilege and
authority of ‘neutral objectivity’ that goes with these. Indeed, one only need take
a quick flip through recent discussions of chemsex in medical journals such as
The Lancet to recognise many of the same tropes and amplifications of affect that
I will go on to discuss in relation to popular media discourses of chemsex (Kirby
& Thornber-Dunwell 2013a, 2013b).
As mentioned earlier, health advocates have confronted considerable obstacles
in their efforts to make chemsex public in a way that would attract governmental
concern and public investment.10 No sooner had they done so; no sooner had the
topic begun to attract the sort of attention needed to secure public funding for
appropriately tailored services in the UK than it was pounced upon by a pair of
heterosexual filmmakers who seized the opportunity to make a documentary
about the issue in the ever-popular crowd-pleasing genre of the sensationalist
exposé. Vice Productions’ Chemsex (Gogarty & Fairman 2015) sets out to
investigate what it describes as a ‘hidden healthcare emergency’ in London,
billing itself with the tagline, ‘it’s a horror story’ – an epitaph I believe to be
particularly apt (though probably not for the same reasons as the documentary’s
publicists). Chemsex deploys the spectacle of illicit drug use and non-normative
gay sex to incite intrigue, excitement, horror and disgust among the audience it
addresses (gay and mainstream viewers).11 In this respect, it follows in the
footsteps of Cruising (Friedkin 1980), the controversial crime thriller set in the
dark subcultural spaces of Manhattan’s gay leather scene in the 1970s, a fiction
that can be situated as the documentary’s formulaic progenitor and closest
generic precedent. But unlike Cruising, Chemsex engages its audiences in the

much more respectable register of liberal concern, paternalistic affect and
therapeutic sympathy. The film opens with a wide shot of central London,
rendered distinctively gothic by the eerie light of a full moon. The camera homes
in slowly on a sparsely furnished apartment where a young man sits injecting
drugs into his forearm, apparently alone (but actually with the film-crew).
Within seconds, the audience is instantly confronted with the spectacle of
compulsive gay male sexual desire: the man is sent into intense throes of wideeyed erotic euphoria: ‘See, now all I want to do is get fucked … it’s crazy,’ he says,
grabbing his crotch absent-mindedly. ‘Cock, cock, cock, cock, cock…’ he utters,
apparently compulsively. As the opening credits roll, an anonymous (presumably
gay) man offers the following reflections of chemsexers in voiceover: ‘They just
look possessed: Wild, hungry and desperate. I’m scared of this kind of
perversion of the gay scene. It’s pathological. There’s something scary
happening’. The tone is set: we’ve come to see a zombie film.
Unsurprisingly (given the requirements of this genre) it is the dangerous and
destructive end of the spectrum of gay men’s drug use that the documentary
takes as its principal focus, which it combines with the explicit spectacle of gay
fetish activities and non-normative sex for maximum sensationalist effect. Not
long into the film, we are introduced to guys who inject in a single hit an amount
of crystal methamphetamine that might last many of their peers several
weekends. We hear from numerous men whose lives have been torn apart by
drug dependence and various tragic circumstances; but rarely anyone who has
occasionally or regularly enjoyed chemsex drugs over the long term and leads a
relatively fulfilling, happy, but otherwise unexceptional life – a large proportion
of users, research suggests (Degenhardt et al. 2008; Quinn et al. 2013). At the
narrative turning point we are treated to unsettling footage of a man, most likely
suffering from pre-existing mental health problems, in the midst of a crystal
meth psychosis, who the filmmakers see fit to interview as he attempts to find a
vein good enough for injection, but repeatedly fails to do so, so frequently is he
distracted by twitches and spasms of paranoid anxiety. Things get messy quickly
and – needless to say – the overall picture is not pretty. For those unfamiliar with
gay fetish scenes, the confronting nature of such footage would no doubt be

compounded by the film’s graphic depiction throughout of group sex between
mean, leather sex and kink. For viewers less fazed by such activities, the main
source of astonishment is surely the participants’ openness to straight
documentarians filming them in the midst of such intense, erotic and highly
stigmatized activities. But when high on psychoactive stimulants, people may
become prepared to do a lot of things they might normally be reticent about, as
the whole production of Chemsex amply illustrates.
To its credit, the film manages to convey some of the complexities of gay sex in
the era of HIV, constructing its participants (and gay men by and large) as still in
the midst of processing the traumatic effects of the HIV epidemic, with its
manifold impacts on sexual desires, identities and intimate attachments. For
some men filmed, drugs seem to provide the most readily available solution to
the age-old problem, ‘how to have sex in an epidemic’ (Berkowitz 1983),12
insofar as they enable some degree of ‘cognitive disengagement’ from the
anxieties and frustrations they associate with having sex in the shadow of HIV
(McKirnan, Ostrow & Hope 1996). The film also conveys some of the difficulties
of fostering intimate or effective relationships when the process of arranging sex
is divorced from other social contexts, as it can be with online hookup devices,
and the dangerous social isolation some men experience as a consequence.
Hookup apps are further problematized for making powerful stimulants more
available and accessible, and encounters with practices such as injecting more
common. But Chemsex fails to verify the prevalence of such practices, which is
found to be much smaller than the impression given by the film of an epidemic
engulfing the gay scene and sweeping London (Hickson et al. 2016, MelendezTorres et al. 2016).13 Nor does the film consider that hookup apps might simply
have magnified the impression of wide and growing prevalence within gay
circles by making some men’s quests for sex on drugs much more visible (when
they would otherwise be conducted more covertly). As I mentioned earlier,
hookup apps are also mediating devices that prioritize proximity and visibility.
What once took place in venues whose location was discreet but easily
discoverable through word-of-mouth to those who wanted to participate now

pops up in the GPS catchment area of any given hookup app in any given location
to confront the unsuspecting user. Recent research appears to confirm this
possibility by finding ‘clearly … exaggerated beliefs about the ubiquity of
chemsex’ among gay men in South London (Ahmed at al. 2016). The film does
little to temper such exaggerations. In the narrative set-up, an expert informant
introduces the topic in the following terms:
In my day, you’d get asked out in a bar perhaps. These days, [at age] 15
[or] 16 you leave your home in Hartfordshire, you come into London to
find your gay life, and you find Grindr. And within perhaps 4
conversations you’re going to be introduced to chems. Within 8
conversations on Grindr you’re going to be introduced to injecting, or
slamming as it’s called.
Here, hookup apps are centrally implicated in what becomes problematized as a
new sense of accessibility – of sex, drugs and more extreme modes of selfadministration such as injecting. But it bears remembering that encountering
something by seeing it or having it presented to you online is not quite the same
thing as doing it. While perceptions of social norms and drug accessibility are
certainly not immaterial concerns, insofar as they may contribute to the
normalization of certain practices, technically the documentary itself is no less
guilty than the media devices it frets about of ‘introducing’ uninitiated audiences
to chemsex.
The figure of the innocent, wholesome youth – imminently vulnerable to the
corrupting devices of toxic homosexual predators – looms large in this discourse.
These figures have taken on a life of their own in more recent instances of
chemsex discourse in the UK. Hot on the heels of Chemsex (2015), a recent article
takes such figures to their logical extreme. ‘This is what chemsex is doing to gay
men: Inside the dark, dangerous world of chemsex’ trades in similar forms,
figures and affective dynamics as the documentary, as one might surmise from
its captivating title (Strudwick 2016). The article is uniquely placed to provide

insight into what these particular ways of ‘making chemsex public’ are producing
on this basis.
Strudwick uses the recent criminal conviction of a London man for doping,
raping and murdering four young men he met online to paint a terrifying picture
of London’s chemsex scene, which he depicts as a macabre, mysterious
underworld teeming with deceptive characters, systemic abuse, kinky sex,
unspeakable dangers and horrifying incidents. The report is constructed on the
basis of a handful of anonymous informants who provide ‘first-hand’ anecdotes
of unseemly circumstances and experiences – including seeing people overdose
and get sexually assaulted; tales of people getting drugged against their
knowledge or their will; ‘hearing stories’ of mishandled drug deaths (I’ve heard
stories of guys being thrown out the flat into a bin outside and being left to die,’);
people losing their minds, belongings, jobs, dignity, reputation and becoming sex
workers. Strudwick constructs London’s chemsex scene as a world populated by
two main figures: the vulnerable and misguided youngster with no agency
whatsoever; and the evil old predator suspected capable of heinous crimes
including duplicity, negligence, sexual assault, inflicting grievous bodily harm,
coaxing youngers into prostitution, deliberate HIV infection, rape and murder.
While these stories and allegations are undoubtedly disturbing and require
investigation and further verification, the article’s fascination with innuendo,
mysterious circumstances, morbidity, obscurity and macabre characters means
it reads less like a piece of serious journalism than a full-blown gothic horror
fiction, steeped in the ‘pleasing sort of terror’ said to be characteristic of this
genre. Meanwhile, the idea that chemsex participants might have any sort of
agency available to them other than the digital alternatives of on or off – one or
zero – is virtually inconceivable on this account, so determined is Strudwick to
equate ‘one’ (positive agency) with criminal intentionality, and being high on
drugs with total helplessness: ‘In this scenario, every notion of personal agency
is removed,’ he writes at one point.
Drugs are constructed in Strudwick’s article in conventional terms as ‘powerful
disinhibitors’– switch-triggers capable of removing ‘not only inhibitions but …

human kindness,’ only to replace it with a ‘frenzy … of accelerating sexual desire,
energy, and, often, aggression’ (Strudwick 2016). This conception of
disinhibition reproduces Augustine suspicions of the temptations of the flesh,
Cartesian dualisms that pitch mind against body, and Freudian struggles
between the dark and dangerous instincts of the id and the controls of the
conscience and civilized society, to produce the body essentially as a seat of
volatile and violent drives, base instincts, and dangerous passions.14 Similar
distinctions also structure Strudwick’s wide-eyed depiction of gay BDSM
activities. The school-boy terminology used to describe one such scenario is
particularly revealing: ‘What begins as standard slap ’n’ tickle [swerves] beyond
the agreed limits into punching, the pain of which is anaesthetised by the drugs’
(2016).
Popular and scientific discourses of drug disinhibition also pepper most of the
accounts of drug use in Chemsex (Fairman & Gogarty 2015), which spends a great
deal of time fixating on ‘slamming’. Though a majority of gay men who use
chems refrain from this practice and administer their drugs in other ways
(Hickson et al. 2016), the film is keen to deliver its hit and trades on mass
fascination with this way of puncturing bodily boundaries and medical norms.
Chemsex does include some footage of the many other ways in which chemsex
practitioners administer drugs, and even contains rare footage of some care
practices that gay men have devised to reduce harm in these settings: One fellow
organizing a group sex party at his home is shown going to the trouble of
drawing up a detailed timetable to schedule his guests’ G consumption as a way
of ensuring their safety. There are also numerous accounts of what participants
enjoy about sex on drugs and the intense pleasure they have experienced during
chemsex sessions, but the bonds and transformations associated with these
intensities are not explored in any depth or extensive detail unless they adhere
to the consensual narrative of pain, destruction, tragedy and ‘just desserts’
(Young 1973). The film’s over-determining narrative structure drains these
scenes of any of their alternative pedagogical potential by training the viewer to
lump all these practices together as the same monolithic, downward-spiraling,
abject, sinister, inevitably treacherous phenomenon – a mission that it

accomplishes with the help of David Marle’s persistent, jarring, brilliantly
overwhelming soundtrack.
Changing the problem
Recent attempts to make chemsex public are so committed to normative
intimacy that the many pleasures and possibilities associated with gay sex and
drug use are only ever allowed to emerge as dangerous. This entertains their
publics by giving them a bit of a Gothic thrill, only to confirm them in their
normality by delivering the requisite narrative of ‘just desserts’ and enrolling
them in the consensual morality of liberal concern. In rendering what must, for
many recipients, be unfamiliar and strange legible in familiar terms, this
discourse confirms the law-abiding morality of the modular citizen. But for those
whose sexual or consumption practices occasionally or more frequently deviate
from juridical norms, this discourse only serves to amplify the dangers of illicit
sex and drugs by dismissing the very possibility of agency in this cluster of
practices. This produces chemsex as a fixed, intractable problem, in a dangerous
and frightening pedagogy of exemplary negativity, which demonstrates not only
that normative morality needs its monsters, but how – through sheer
determination and unambiguous intentionality (discursive attributes projected
onto the subjects of this discourse to define and isolate them) – public morality
makes monsters out of sexually-active gay drug users. To re-enact a quote from
Chemsex – this time with novel feeling – ‘I’m scared of this kind of perversion of
the gay scene: It’s pathological. There’s something scary happening’ (Fairman &
Gogarty 2015).
Recent scientific and popular discourses of chemsex constitute it as a case in the
medical sense: a pedagogical instance of exemplary negativity, a sign of personal
pathology and communal disorder; an historic abnormality that teaches its
publics something about the dangers of excessive sex and consumption. In this
chapter, I have sought to counter this process by generating a critical perspective
on what these ways of making chemsex public are producing. By fixating on the
harms, dangers, and most normatively disturbing instances of sex and drugs,

these discourses dismiss and promote ignorance about whatever else is
happening in this space that might open up more promising possibilities.
How might our approach to chemsex change if this conglomerate of practices
were grasped otherwise, as an active scene of problematization, its participants
engaged in collective processes of experimentation, for example? By
experimenting with different forms of enjoyment, new sensations and modes of
feeling, and ways of encountering and being with other men erotically, chemsex
participants might just be seeking new ways of feeling past injuries and/or
experiencing present relations that transform their corporeal being in a manner
that is not only intimate but intensely felt and highly material for them.15 From
this perspective, chemsex might consist of multiple, budding forms of lateral
agency and possibilities for relationality; a collection of experiments that
certainly have their risks and dangers, but nonetheless appear to hold some sort
of promise for their participants.
Promise of what? Of transforming certain bodily capacities by generating new
ways of feeling about oneself, one’s world, one’s life and one’s sexual partners,
perhaps: By re-enacting and re-working certain confronting or troubling
scenarios (through BDSM activities, for example), some participants might be
seeking to transform persistent apprehensions about being physical, vulnerable
and intimate with other men (including strangers whose masculinity is
threatening and/or exciting to them). Others may be seeking to convert residual
anxieties into excitement and pleasure so that they can move on from certain
things, or experience new sensations that make their bodies and their world feel
different, or just enjoy themselves occasionally, like social drinkers who find sex
easier or more enjoyable when drunk.
What then would happen if, like the practical ethic of HIV social research I
discussed in Chapter 1, sexual health and drug service providers actually took
the risk of constituting their clients/subjects/ target communities as agents?
Instead of confirming them in their normative identity by positioning them as
hopeless, damaged, disordered victims, they might be constituted alternatively

as members of shifting communities and networks, actively engaged in collective
experiments to transform certain aspects of their situation and bodily being.
What if public health experts prepared themselves to be surprised by the
unexpected agency of those they seek to govern? How would this change the
problem that confronts us? What if sexual health practitioners sought to learn
with digital sexual subjects from their individual and collective experiments?
The next chapter explores some preliminary possibilities.
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Though largely resisted by community-based HIV agencies in Australia, such tendencies are
evident at numerous discursive sites: The growing popularity of the concept of addiction as a
way of explaining not only substance use, but also non-normative sexual activities and the use of
digital media (Weiss 2005; Keane 2004; Cover 2004); a growing addiction-recovery movement
that pits sobriety and normalcy against the sexual deviance and imputed depravity associated
with the use of illicit drugs and hookup devices (Weiss 2005; Fawcett 2015); epidemiological
discourses and public health practices that promote simplistic associations between substance
use and HIV risk; and discourses of marriage equality that promote the latter in terms of its
supposed benefits for HIV prevention.
2 The discourse of addiction has become available within consumer culture to problematize
individual attachments to almost any sort of object, commodity or practice (Sedgwick 1993). For
critiques of the application of the concept to use of digital media see Cover 2016, and in relation
to sexual activity, see Keane 2004.
3 An extensive literature on how queer sex play can reconfigure past, traumatic experiences of
sexual violence exists. Most of this literature, which is ably summarised and discussed by
Cvetkovich (2003), emanates from the work and thought of lesbian, gay, transgender and queer
practitioners of S/M sex. My use of the term ‘novel conceptual feeling’ references the philosophy
of A.N. Whitehead, for whom both the continuity of the subject and the determining nature of
experience depend on re-enactment and repetition. Whitehead uses the term ‘conformation’ to
describe situations in which ‘simple physical feelings’ are re-enacted and repeated, and ‘causal
efficacy’ to describe the degree of continuity with which these re-enactments hold the subject in
place as the same sort of subject and/or determine future experience. This process can be
modified through what Whitehead calls ‘subjective valuation’ (which ‘is the work of novel
conceptual feeling’), which acquires importance and value through ‘complex processes of
integration and reintegration’ and ‘modifies the whole range of feeling in that concrescence’
(Whitehead & Sherburne 1981, p. 57). In other words, while a given entity/being cannot entirely
erase or remove past experiences (or ‘simply physical feelings’), what can be modified is how an
entity feels that ‘simple physical feeling’ through the process of its re-enactment. This operation
alters the degree to which the past determines the present experience of that being/entity (its
causal efficacy), as well as the nature of the subject/entity that eventuates through this process of
‘subjective valuation’ and ‘novel conceptual feeling’, which ‘modifies the whole range of feeling’
through the very process of re-enactment. Whitehead is not known for his work on erotic
experience, sexuality or queer pleasure (he was a mathematician and philosopher whose work is
most familiar among Christian theologicians!) Nevertheless, I find his work tremendously useful
for conceiving bodily experience and experimentation, because he resists the modernist
bifurcation of nature from culture, cognition from affect, and matter from meaning (as can be
seen in his expansive use of terms such as feeling and prehension). He further insists that the
manner in which an entity feels the world affects what that entity is/becomes – a process that
Foucault termed subjectivation (Foucault 1990). But these points are surely obvious to anyone
who has found themselves sexed as a deviant subject and has had to learn to experiment with
their situation – whether through thinking, reading, bodily play, sex, drug use, or any other form
of queer praxis, including dancing. Just after AIDS deaths peaked in many Western urban gay
centres, a dance track emerged to become a hit on queer dance floors around the world. The
chorus repeated the claim, ‘Music is the answer to your problems, keep on moving and you can
solve them’ continually over the entire 14 minutes of the original extended mix (Tenaglia 1998).
Considered a revelation in its simplicity, the track resonated among its fans precisely because it
enacts the challenge of ‘solving problems’ as a continuous process involving ongoing bodily
movement, collective improvisation and experimentation in the presence of a repeated, endlessly
extended beat that is variously felt and differently enacted by participants in dance events over
the entire course of the record.
4 The availability and analysis of such data is highly variable in different healthcare settings and
public health jurisdictions, while the terms in which one understands the relation between
1

substance use and sexual risk-taking (whether causal or a mere correlation), and how these
terms come to matter, are frequently over-determined by official public health priorities. In
London, such data became available when sexual health service-providers began including
questions relating to drug use during sexual encounters on sexual history pro forma
questionnaires collected from patients presenting for Post-Exposure Prophylaxis. These data
helped raise chemsex as a concern worthy of public health funding in the UK, even though many
community-based agencies had long been aware of the multiple problems associated with use of
methamphetamine and GHB/GBL among gay and MSM (Stuart, D. 2017).
5 As Paasonen discusses, after the dot.com crash of the turn of the millennium, extensive efforts
were made by digital tech companies to achieve greater resonance between technology
corporations and their users, and these transformations are generally referred to as the Web 2.0
environment. This context saw the emergence of social software, more distributed forms of
production and consumption (including ‘prosumption’), and forms of functionality that
streamlined and automated practices such as ‘sharing’ and uploading user content (2011, p.647).
6 ‘Set and setting’ is a phrase taken from the work of psychiatrist Norman Zinberg (1986) that has
been extremely influential in the fields of addiction research and drug and alcohol studies.
Zinberg drew on extensive published data and case studies to develop an explanation for the fact
that individual relations to drug use undergo significant changes according to their mindset
(‘set’), the type of drug used, the method of ingestion, and the sociomaterial setting in which the
drug is consumed (‘setting’). Zinberg’s work is recognized for offering a persuasive and
influential explanation of why the same drug can affect different people in different ways, and
indeed the same person differently in different times and places.
7 For a more extensive elaboration of this conceptual frame, which we designed to account for the
activity of objects and devices in the transformation of everyday practices, see Hawkins et al.
2015, p.82-5
8 Of course, enjoyment of this sociotechnical infrastructure is predicated on certain forms of
privilege. The sexual culture built up around the use of these devices in urban centres depends in
part on at least one of a given session participants’ ability to access private accommodation in
these locations – something that depends on economic affluence and/or cultural capital in the
contemporary metropolis to an unprecedented degree. Members without such means
sometimes use the apps to locate more that just sex in urban centres: for example, to find
somewhere to sleep or just go and hang out, for company or to have a meal, to score free drugs,
have a shower, or get whatever else they can. Obviously, all sorts of opportunities and made
possible by these social networking devices, including transactional sex and drug dealing, usually
by small time dealers who are participants in this sexual culture themselves and sell their goods
to known friends and less known sexual partners (Thanki & Frederick 2016).
9 For example, John Frow writes, ‘the semiotic medium and physical setting constitute a material
and technical matrix within which genres are embedded. They are not themselves a component of
genre, but they form part of the framing conditions which govern and may signal generic
structure, and they have direct consequences for the structural organisation of genre’ (2006, p.
73). But having ‘direct consequences for the structural organization of genre’ is not quite the
same thing as actively participating in the constitution of forms, practices and modes of
engagement, the sort of agency with which I am investing these media here.
10 See above, note 4.
11 See Young 1973, whose analysis of the treatment of the drug user by mass media remains one
of the best accounts of the sensationalising affects of mass media I know. Young breaks these
affects down into a series of interconnected, mutually amplifying affective vectors that include
excitement, intrigue, investment, disgust and moral indignation.
12 This was the name of a pamphlet produced by gay community activist Richard Berkowitz in
consultation with Dr Joseph Sonnabend (Berkowitz 1983) which is generally recognized as one
of the first instances of gay, sex-positive community self-education on potential methods of
preventing the transmission of AIDS, and stands as one of the first formulations of ‘safe sex’
(Crimp 1987).
13 In a large opportunistic sample of gay men living in England assembled in 2014 (n = 15,360),
Hickson and colleagues (2016) found that 8.3%, 16.5%, and 12.5% had ever used crystal meth,
mephedrone, and GHB/GBL respectively, while only 2.0%, 5.3%, and 3.2% had used each drug
within the past four weeks, with 1.8% of men reporting having injected any of these drugs in the

previous 12 months. A higher prevalence of drug use has been found in London, but this is still
much smaller than Chemsex (2015) would seem to suggest, with 11.1% of London gay men
reporting having used crystal methamphetamine in the previous 12 months (Melendez-Torres et
al. 2016).
14 For an extended critique of how disinhibition operates in the discursive construction of crystal
methamphetamine use see Race 2009, pp. 174-9 and pp. 149-155.
15 See my discussion of eternal recurrence, S/M sex and ‘novel conceptual feeling’ above, note 3.

